
DESCRIBING PICTURES / PHOTOS/PAINTINGS USEFUL LANGUAGE

GLOBAL IDEA

This is a picture of….   This picture must/ could/ might/ can't  have been taken in...

I think this picture was taken in….       In this photo I can see… there´s… there are….

CHARACTERS: WHO?

Who are these people? What do they look like? What are they like ? What are they wearing?

What do they do? What's their relationship? How do they feel? What are they thinking?

Young/ old/ middle-aged/ in his/her  30s… A couple/ a group of/ a bunch of… /a few..

Man/ woman/ boy / girl / teenager/ baby… with long dark straight hair….

A student/ a customer/ a worker/ the boss…. smartly dressed / casually dressed / dressed in black…
Happy/ /miserable/ scared stiff/ tormented/ astonished/ embarrassed/disappointed  lonely/ nervous/ confident...

CIRCUMSTANCES: WHAT?  WHERE?  WHEN?

Where are they? What time of the day? What season of the year?   What  can you see in the picture?

What are the characters doing?  What else is happening? What's in the background?

Indoors / outdoors furniture/ buildings/ objects / decoration/ weather conditions

Working/ relaxing/ studying/ playing /sitting down/ standing up….

Early in the morning / late at night….

THEME THE PICTURE /PHOTO RELATES TO: WHAT ABOUT?

What's your opinion of what's happening?   Are you in favour or against it?

Would you like to be in this situation? Have you had any experience of the kind?

Could this happen in your life/family/town/country…? What´s your reaction to it?

USEFUL LANGUAGE:

· LOCATING PEOPLE, PLACES & OBJECTS in a picture

In the foreground/ In the background (of a photo / scene)  …
On the right / left of….

In the middle/ In the center…
At the front / back (of a group of people)

At the top / bottom ( of the picture)…
On the lower right-hand corner of the drawing / On the upper left-hand of the picture….



· OTHER USEFUL EXPRESSIONS

She looks +  ADJECTIVE  (tormented/ embarrassed/ shocked/ regretful..)

She looks like + (a) NOUN   (a singer who is about to perform// the daughter of a Spanish celebrity…)

She looks  as if + S+V …. (she´s been crying// she´s been given bad news…)

as though + S+V …. (she's unsure about what to do /she's just broken off a relationship…)

She appears to be+ ADJECTIVE  = ) Apparently she is….

She seems to be+ ADJECTIVE

She must / can't / couldn´t (be crying /be an actress…)

( have had a fit of laughter / have overslept ) (PRESENT & PAST DEDUCTIONS)

She might / could  / may (be pretending /feel guilty…)

(have committed suicide/ have earned a fortune)

Maybe/ Perhaps she's had a nervous breakdown…..

.

I feel / I believe she´s…
I get the impression that he…
I can't see  it very well, but…
The photo reminds me of ….

· BODY POSITION / GESTURE

standing

sitting/ seated

lying (down)

kneeling (on your knees

on all fours

crouching down

cross-legged

bending

on tiptoe

leaning (on / against)

resting your head on one hand

with her arms folded

stretching your arms

holding hands

arm in arm

covering her mouth with her hands

with clasped hands

bite your nails

blow your nose

shake hands

wink at someone

frown

wave hello/ goodbye
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yawn & stretch

point at someone/ something

shake your head // nod

shrug your shoulders

raise your eyebrows

roll your eyes


